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Norse MythologyThe Norse Gods And The Nine WorldsFree Bonus Inside - Get It At The End Of

The Book!This book is the perfect companion on your journey through Norse mythology. It details

the creation of the cosmos and the nine realms. Youâ€™ll be amazed to how different the ancient

Nordic people viewed how everything, including us, came to be. Not only that, youâ€™ll be treated

to a hodgepodge of different gods and other characters essential to the Norse.If you are a fan of the

Marvel comic books and films, youâ€™ll see how different they are from the real characters and

events of Norse mythology. In fact, there is more to Norse mythology than just Thor, Loki and Odin.

This book will introduce you to some of the other gods and goddesses, the giants, dwarves, and

elves that have been part of the stories passed from generation to generation."I loved this book.

There is so much to learn about the Viking gods and goddesses. This book gives you everything

you need to know to really get into the Viking spirit." - C. BrantGet This Book Now For $2.99 -

Usually Priced $4.99 Or Read for FREE with Kindle Unlimited !----------tags: Norse Mythology, Nine
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I loved this book. There is so much to learn about the Viking gods and goddesses. This book gives

you everything you need to know to really get into the Viking spirit. The history of these legends are

extremely well written and compete with modern day superheroes. I had no idea that history was so

deep until reading this book and getting a better idea of what these gods did and why they did what

they did. They act like us and are relatable. I found myself thinking about what it would be like to be

one of these gods with all of the power they had!

In our traditional religion of Christianity, thereâ€™s heaven and hell and maybe purgatory and earth,

but in the Norse stories the cosmos has nine realms, but they have a lot more gods that just one. Of

course, thereâ€™s Odin, Thor and the rascal Loki and a Hodgepodge, according to the author

James Matthews, of different gods and other characters essential to the Norse. Just the information

on Odin, the chief god, is fascinating. He always travelled with his two pet ravens and his two pet

wolves, has a horse with eight legs, only had one eye (the story of how that happened is included in

this book) and spoke only in poems. I had forgotten Thor had his own day of the week - Thursday

and Tyr had Tuesday Tyrâ€™s Day. This book has just about every god and goddess covered, plus

the stories and myths that were told about each of them, and describes the nine realms. Asgard was

where Odin and the gods lived and where Valhalla, or heaven was located. Midgard, if you

remember was where the humans resided. Very informative book.

I knew very little about Norse mythology so I'm glad I took the time to read this and educate myself.

I loved reading the myths. This is a refreshing take on historic fiction. Norse mythology is very

interesting, and is a lot different from Greek and Roman mythology that we were all taught about in

school. I liked that the author gave an excellent background and historical notes on the individual

gods and goddesses. That made for a much richer experience, like personally knowing the

characters of the stories themselves. I recommend this enjoyable read to everyone who would like

to learn about Norse mythology.

This short (62 page) book has some useful information. It is poorly written, with numerous

grammatical and spelling errors, awkward phrases, and typos. It seems to be an attempt to

capitalize on the numerous Marvel comics movies about Thor, as these films are occasionally

referenced. If you're looking for a retelling of the Norse myths - that is, stories - this isn't it. Matthews

writes sections on the Aesir gods, the Vanir gods, the creation of the cosmos, and the Nine Worlds.



Each god is given a short description - sometimes very short, indeed. A typical paragraph: "Egill

was a renowned archer from whom Ull obviously took after [sic]. He dwells in Ydalir. While many

consider Ull to be part of the Aesir tribe, some believe that he originated from the Vanirs. Ull was

described as a beautiful being with the characteristics of a great warrior. It is believed that Ull was a

great wizard who used a magic bone for traveling particularly for traversing the sea." Graceless

writing, little insight, no real context (a magic bone? Why? Where did it come from?) We get little

sense of the character of the gods or how they related to each other or to humans. If you want a

quick gloss on the Thor movies, this may suffice. If you want a sense of the sweep and drama of

Norse mythology, keep looking.

To be honest, I did not have any idea or even heard of what norse mythology is until I picked up and

read this e-book. Countless gods and goddesses are listed here page after page and their abilities,

specialties, what they symbolize, and brief history. After reading this e-book, I actually did recognize

one name, which is Thor. I remember a few months back watching a Hollywood movie titled Thor.

Didnâ€™t know where the name or character originated from, but now I know! I would recommend

this read to anyone interested in Norse mythology, gods and goddesses.

This book is huge and inside of this book I have found details and well organized information about

Norse Mythology. It is a perfect companion on the journey through Norse mythology. It describes

about the creation of the cosmos and the nice realms.I purchased this book two weeks ago. 1st my

wife read this book and she told me about the quality of this book. By reading this book I am

pleased. It introduced to me about different gods and other characters essential to the Norse.

Actually, I am a fan of Marvel comic book and I purchased this book last week. If you have any

interest to know about Nose gods and goddess then grab this amazing book.

Norse Gods are indeed different than Greek Gods. And as far as I know, Norse Gods are a lot more

than Greek Gods. I'm pretty much knew a few stories about Greek Gods but only a little about

Norse Gods. Aside from the movie-series "Thor" and tv-series 'Vikings", there are a lot more

interesting Norse Gods. Thanks for this book I came to know them. Later I will try to know more

about Norse Gods. Thanks for this really interesting book it gave me new topic to expound and

come to know more!
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